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Marguerite Duras (1914-1996) was one of the most original French writers and film
directors. Her avant-garde cycles,"thödtre-text-fi1m", which are renowned for a
transgeneric repetition of the same themes, sound the depths of human suffering in the

modern condition. An illustrative fictionalisation of her experience of colonialism is the
India Cycle (1964-1976), enabled by Duras's dual cultural position as a colon in inter-
war Indochina's ethnic borderland, and as a European writer in the French climate of
post-war decolonisation.

The India Cycle consists of three novels, Le ravissement de Lol V. Stein (1964), Le Vice-

consul (1966) and L'amour (1971), a theatre play, India Song (1973), and three films, Ia
Femme du Gange (1973) India Song (1974) and Son nom de Venice dans Calcutta desört
(1976). The study analyses the postcolonial aesthetics of the India Cycle as Duras's
critical working-through of historical trauma from a cognitive, emotion-focused
viewpoint. The initial topic being trauma's ardous symbolisation, the main premise is the

concept of traumatic memory, which supposes embodied memory to record events

independently, separate from narrative memory. Integrating these two aspects, Duras is

shown to create a fictional series which epitomises individual survival strategies in an era

of increasing catastrophes. Following a systematic repetition variation, her figures tend to
dissolve the polarity of mourning and melancholy, fusing them at many culminations.

The India Cycle portrays the stagnated situation of a European society in Calcutta as well
in Europe itself during the thirties. The fates of four traumatised persons - one being a

Cambodian mendicant - mirror the effects of rejection and loss on both sides of the
colonial system. Through the prism of trauma, the study rearticulates this constellation
according to three roles: those of witnessing writers, rejected survivors, and colonial
perpetrators. These engender three topics analysed in turn: the illusion of the Western

autonomous subjectivity of the white man, the trope of the madwoman subverting the

concept of mental illness, and the deadlock of the perpetrators' destructive passion. Most
critical is an empathic recognition of the colonial criminals' suicidal tendencies,
transformed in the film India Songinto a rite of mourning for decaying colonial power.

Characteristic of the cycle appears to be a combination of two rhetoric devices. The one

imitates the memory image of trauma by condensing it into affective figures expressing

the horror of life and death, and the other uses metafiction and autocommentary to
distance the melodramatic stories. This method draws attention to emotion, fantasy, and

self-reflection as crucial elements for a critical trauma fiction. Mapping racist and sexist

discourses, Duras's tropology gradually dismantles the biased concepts of ethnicity, sex

and social class pervading the behaviour of the fictional bourgeoisie. In the atmosphere of
comrption, madness, and death, her dystopy leads the life of each European protagonist

to a tragic end, whereas the Cambodian woman attains physical harmony with Nature
when living in poverty. As a result, while the failure of colonialism resides in the

Durasian phantasm, the lndia Cycle ambiguously strives for a deconstruction of the

exotic mythical fiction of French 'Indochina'.


